
Ask Shelley - 8th to 25th October 2019 

What we did 
Local volunteers from Shelley Community Association, and staff from Kirklees Council 
and KNH, talked to people about life in Shelley village. We used a tool called the “Place 
Standard”. This is a way of helping to get conversations going about any place (it could 
be your street, neighbourhood or town), by using some simple questions. Shelley 
Community Association will use the results to help review the Shelley Village Plan.


Who participated? 
Our team of 15 volunteers talked with people about our area in many local places, 
including Shelley First School, Shelley Sixth Form College, The Cabin pre-school, Shelley 
Emmanuel Church, Shelley Methodist Church, Shelley Cricket Club, local pub and clubs, 
local shops including McColl’s, Recreation Ground, bus stops, local businesses and 
traders, Post Office, domiciliary visits, housing managed by Kirklees Neighbourhood 
Housing, and with members of local groups including Shelley Community Association, 
groups meeting in the halls, Baby and Toddlers, all uniformed children's groups, over 60s 
groups, Ukulele, Gentle Exercise and Well Being groups. 55 people participated online.


	 194   citizens took part in the conversations 

	 156   Place Standard assessments were completed 
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What participants said 

Moving around 

Key issues: Many commented that there are no safe cycle 
paths in Shelley and cycle routes need 
improvement. One participant said: “Cycling is 
terrible, traffic and narrow roads makes it 
unthinkable to do a daily commute to Huddersfield 

on a bike.” Cars and lorries travel too fast on 
Penistone and Huddersfield Roads. There is a cycle lane running alongside the 
A629 Bank Bottom to Hill Top, but parked cars block the cycle lane. Stretch Gate is 
unsuitable for road bikes as the surface just below the station is poor. Walking can feel 
dangerous as a lot of the paths are very narrow (for example, Huddersfield Road) and are 
obstructed by cars or overhanging hedges. Cars don’t always stop for pedestrians at the 
zebra crossing on Huddersfield Road. Walking on the pavement is sometimes hazardous 
especially for prams due to parked cars. Those with mobility problems are limited to 
walking or scooting on the road side in some places. Pavements often have dog poo on 
them, Shelley Park is bad. The footpath from Flockton Lane to Roydhouse is impassable 
in places. Roads and pavements are littered with potholes (Westerley Way in particular) 
and uneven surfaces. Inadequate lighting on paths makes it dangerous. Some public 
footpaths are overgrown – for example, from Shelley Whins to the school. More priority 
should be given to pedestrians. Encouraging people to get out of their cars and walk a 
short distance also improves the feeling of the community - you meet more people, chat 
and find out what is going on around you.


Suggestions: Safer walking and cycling routes, especially to school. Tarmac Stretch Gate 
or bring it up to the standard of the Trans Pennine cycle route so that people can cycle 
between Shepley and Shelley or walk to the station. Designated cycle lanes to encourage 
more people to cycle or walk to school. Bike trail on the outside of the playing field with 
obstacles or road signs to learn about, which could be accessed by children with 
disabilities. Cycle tracks that are not too uneven (2 mile, 5 mile and 10 mile route 
perhaps). More off road cycle paths for families, such as in the woods, and a cycle path 
on the Whins. More than two bikes on the train should be allowed so families or groups 
can cycle. Dog owners to pick up dog poo. Improve the footpath to Shelley First School 
from the Whins - cut back foliage more than twice a year and install some lighting. A safe 
path from the hill on Near Bank under Long Lane bridge. A crossing by the garden centre. 
Repair the roads and pavements, tidy up and widen paths so they are safe to walk on, so 
“you don’t have to step out into the main road to avoid obstacles.” Better signposting of 
routes. Enforcement of the zebra crossing as a safe place to cross. Councillors, both 
parish and district, and highways department should, together, carry out regular surveys, 
and form maintenance plans.

99 people commented on this theme.




Overall 

score

4.6

“I have 2 children and would love to 
take them out cycling, however we are 
limited to cycling on Shelley Park or 
through the woods to Kirkburton as 
there are no safe cycle paths at all.”

“Roads, pavements and  
paths are in an appalling state 

due to neglect, most seats 
along paths are unusable, and 

paths between villages and 
amenities are in a terrible state.”



Public transport 

Key issues: People said that the bus service is not 
regular enough and is expensive for short journeys 
(£1.70 per journey). In particular, early morning 
services fail to turn up, which has a negative impact 

on people’s day. The public buses to the high school are always busy: 

“child turned away because too full.” There are not enough buses at the 
weekend and none in an evening. Participants commented that this leads to 
isolation. It takes a long time to get anywhere as the buses “go all around the houses.” 
Many people commented that they don’t use the bus services due to this and the 
expense. There is no direct bus to Holmfirth, Barnsley or Sheffield and buses on 
Penistone Road are “unreliable, infrequent and unpleasant.” Buses are old, slow and need 
maintenance. There is no bus shelter on the Skelmanthorpe route. It’s a long walk to the 
bus stop for some. It was felt that the bus service is better along Huddersfield Road than 
along Penistone Road. While most commented that bus services are poor, some said that 
they are excellent, with helpful drivers. Train services are restricted and not always 
reliable. At the station there is no access to parking (“you have to park in the road”) or to 
toilet facilities. More bus services connecting with train times to cities such as Leeds and 
Manchester would be helpful. The bus connection with Wakefield Station is poor. 


Suggestions: A reliable, regular bus service on Penistone Road direct to Huddersfield, 
and direct bus services to neighbouring villages. A free bus service from Shelley to 
Shepley train station. To be able to take bikes on the train to Penistone. Bus and train 
times better connected with each other. Liaise with a forward thinking bus company. Do 
we need such large buses? Could we have smaller buses but more frequently, with more 
direct routes from Shelley to Huddersfield, Barnsley and Wakefield.

112 people commented on this theme. 


Traffic and parking 

Key issues: Participants commented on speeding traffic 
through the village. Traffic is too fast on Penistone 
Road, with “speeding HGVs on pavements used by 

young, old, pushchairs and dog walkers.” There is an “unacceptable” level 
of noise pollution near Penistone Road. Far Bank, which was commented on 
25 times, was described as “terrible” and “appalling”.  Double parking is 
particularly bad at school times, and cars often meet head on as there are no 
gaps for people to pull in. Cars park on the zig-zags outside school and on the bend near 
the rear entrance to the school and Cleveland Way. School parking on Westerley Lane is 
dangerous: “I have witnessed near misses.” People commented that they find it difficult 
to park near the school due to the limited parking. Children commented that bad parking 
on Far Bank means they have to walk in the road and it is hard to see when crossing the 
road. Cars parked on the bend on Huddersfield Road between the Flying Ferret and the 
garden centre creates a hazard for drivers. Top of Shelley Park by McColl’s shop is very 
congested with dangerous parking, and by the Star Garage. There is inconsiderate 
parking on Cleveland Way. High numbers of people are parking on the street or pavement 
and not using driveways. People are concerned about the use of mobile phones by 
drivers. 


Overall 

score

3.5

Overall 

score

3.5






There is insufficient parking in the village when events are on (at the village hall or 
Methodist church, and during cricket matches) and the surrounding streets get very 
congested. The high number of vehicles in Shelley and not having enough street space 
are problems. Parking congestion in the centre of Kirkburton was also mentioned.


Suggestions: Address the parking near school. On Far Bank, control the parking, stop 
pavement parking, reduce the speed limit to 20 mph, repaint the fading slow signs and 
have zig-zags on both sides of the road in front of the school, or have yellow lining to 
allow parking on one side of the road only. Create a public car park which people walk to 
school from. Double yellow lines on one side of the road outside McColl’s and on one 
side of Huddersfield Road (and places marked ‘no parking’ for passing points). More 
visitor parking bays outside shops. Incorporate sufficient parking in planning applications, 
including visitors. Control the zebra crossings at the top and bottom of the village with 
traffic lights, turn them into pelican crossings. Organise walk shares for those who have to 
travel to school by car due to work commitments. Be proactive about car sharing. Could 
the Cask and Spindle and holistic health car park be used for public parking? Use 
chicanes (friendlier to cars) instead of speed bumps for traffic calming. A safety mirror for 
Back Lane to Huddersfield Road. Trim hedges and trees to improve visibility on roads. 
People with drives should always park on them. “Naming and shaming" - residents would 
be prepared to record the registration numbers of the drivers concerned with poor 
parking (“the same drivers on our estate do it on a regular basis”). Consider the position 
of the zebra crossing on Huddersfield road to improve safety. Speed cameras on the main 
road. Traffic calming such as in Stocksmoor and Skelmanthorpe. Permit only parking. 
Bollards to prevent parking on pavements. Create some parking on land in nearby fields.

111 people commented on this theme.


Streets and spaces 

Key issues: Many people commented that Shelley is a clean 
and pleasant village which local groups have helped make 
attractive, with bulb planting on the road sides, hanging 
baskets and conservation work. There are lots of lovely, 
traditional buildings. It is kept tidy and respected, with the 
exception of the streets around McColl’s shop. Participants 

said that the village hall is “excellent and fantastically well maintained.” But there 
aren’t many public buildings and there’s a lack of indoor space for young people to use. 
Participants feel that there is room for improvement with housing developments. Some 
previous developments are not in-keeping with traditional architecture locally and houses 
are being built too close together (“it’s a glorified council estate”). People are concerned 
about building on the green belt and permission to build in gardens. The half built garages 
opposite the village hall on Huddersfield Road are an eyesore. There are good quality 
recreational areas such as the cricket club and area at the bottom of Shelley Park estate. 
The new street lighting is inadequate for people out walking. There is a lack of sign posts, 
such as to the recreation ground. The graveyard at Shelley Methodist Church is 
overgrown and the path is slippy.


Overall 

score

5.1

“Cars dominate 
Shelley.” 

“Huddersfield Road is 
like a slalom course.”

“Recently I was nearly  
run over whilst using the 
zebra crossing outside 

the Flying Ferret.”  

“Shelley is an attractive 
village with plenty of 

open space and  
green land.”



Suggestions: People should improve their gardens and clear away rubble – and there 
should be support for people who need help to do it. Cut back foliage on paths so people 
can access the countryside and around the First School. Some footpaths need clearing of 
weeds and dog poo. Licence fee for dog owners, with the money used to clear up poo. 
We must aim to keep the village green. Need to improve access and signage to open 
spaces. Improve street lighting. More hanging baskets or floral displays on the village 
green, as it is an important gateway to the village. Volunteers to tidy up the Methodist 
Church graveyard. A Keep Britain Tidy campaign. Get the garages on Huddersfield Road 
finished or demolished.

71 people commented on this theme.


Natural space 

Key issues: Many participants feel that the surrounding 
countryside is very attractive: “it’s the main reason I remain 
living in this area.” The lovely views and green space are 
appreciated by people. Shelley is a good place from which to 

access the countryside, with good walks into Shepley, Denby 
Dale, Kirkburton, Shelley Woods, Shelley Welly Walk (there is new 

signage) and other places. However, there are a lack of pavements and lack of seating on 
walks. Natural spaces are not always accessible to people who have disabilities and the 
traffic mars some of this. Dog poo spoils walking with small children, in particular on the 
path behind the First School to the park at the top, by the Whins. Some participants said 
that there seems to be increasing amounts of dog mess in the area.


Suggestions: Put the path back in the woods by the Whins. More areas accessible by 
pushchairs, wheelchairs and scooters. Improve deteriorating footpath on Stretch Gate.

71 people commented on this theme.


Play and recreation 

Key issues: The village hall is a good amenity with plenty of 
activities, especially for older people. There are no outdoor 
facilities for older people, such as bowling or a boules area. 
While there are a number of recreational areas or parks in the 

village, people said that they are run down and play equipment 
is tired and not maintained. There is a lack of skatepark, scooting or 

riding facilities, with young people accessing the skatepark at Highburton. The 
recreation ground would benefit from some additional infrastructure. There is no lighting 
and the spaces are not useable when it gets dark. There are organised activities for 
children in the village - scouts, guides and brownies, as well as junior cricket and football 
- but there could be more varied activities and facilities. There are good pubs and social 
clubs, although there isn’t much for women and children by way of facilities to socialise.




Overall 

score

5.9

Overall 

score

4.7

“The children’s playground 
should be a safe space for young 
children to play but is in need of 

some repair.”  
“The playground is pretty grim.”

“Shelley is surrounded by 
fabulous green space to explore 
and walk your dog. Part of the 
attraction of the village. Long 
may it stay green and varied.” 

“It is a  
beautiful  

place to live.  
Top marks.”



Suggestions: Shelley Park could be more family friendly, with more equipment and a 
nicer feel. Extra play facilities. A small skatepark. More benches in the recreation ground 
and Shelley Park. Update and modernise the park at the top of Hawthorne Way. Outdoor 
bowling or boules area. Maintenance and new play equipment in parks and recreational 
areas for young children. More outdoor, adventure play, such as den building in the 
woods. More opportunities or facilities for younger and teenage children (12 to 16 years) – 
youth clubs, art and craft clubs, interesting spaces for children. More opportunities for 
girls – netball nets as well as football nets. The large number of young families on Shelley 
Park would benefit from an all weather or multi purpose sports and recreation area. A year 
round indoor facility would enable groups and everyone to take part in sports and 
activities. A grassy area for children to play ball games on Westerley Lane, in place of the 
“no ball games” sign and grass that is too long for play. A designated graffiti wall so 
graffiti is not everywhere. Child friendly zones in the parks and recreational areas (no 
swearing by teenagers and adults). Repair the barrier by the woods. Fair and reasonable 
access to school sports hall at sensible rates. Build a youth club on the recreation 
ground, with changing room.

80 people commented on this theme.


Facilities and amenities 

Key issues: There are limited shops and places to eat in 
Shelley village, with one general shop (prices are high), 
garden centre, chip shop, tea room, hairdressers and 
public houses. For most amenities people travel by car to 
Kirkburton or Skelmanthorpe, including health services, 

fitness and gym facilities, the library and eating out places. The post office 
has closed, there is an outreach at the village hall with limited opening. 
Participants recognised that this is partly because Shelley is a small village and it is easy 
to travel by car to neighbouring villages. Most facilities are at the top of Shelley, with very 
little at Shelley Bank Bottom. The glass recycling is at the top of Shelley, which is not 
practical without a car. School places are limited, with people living in the catchment area 
for the First School having to appeal to get in. There are a lack of facilities for younger 
people, such as a youth club.


Suggestions: A coffee shop at the bottom of Shelley. Glass recycling facility at the 
bottom of Shelley. Better football changing facilities. Public toilets would be an 
improvement. A library in Shelley. A youth club. More facilities to support extra housing 
(more shops and a chemist). An information board on Healey Greave Meadows, to explain 
its history and use.

91 people commented on this theme.


Work and local economy 

Key issues: Most of the industry in Shelley is now gone (mills 
and pits), making it a more pleasant environment, with most 
people commuting to work in nearby towns or Leeds, 
Sheffield and Manchester. The economy and work 
opportunities are limited because it is a village. 


Overall 

score

4.8

Overall 

score

3.8



Most people have their own transport to travel to work. There are plenty of opportunities 
to do voluntary work or work in shops in neighbouring villages. Childcare is at a premium. 
Barncliffe Mills, the garden centre and farm tea rooms provide some employment. 
Students at the sixth form who live in Shelley said they had part time or Saturday jobs in 
Shelley. Participants said that across the HD8 area it is a vibrant economy. 


Suggestions: More can be done through local and central government to help start ups. 
Business growth to create high value jobs rather than jobs with minimum wage and little 
chance to progress. Superfast broadband in the village so people can work from home.

85 people commented on this theme.


Housing and community 

Key issues: People commented that there is a good mix 
of housing available for all ages, but it is expensive. 
There is a shortage of affordable housing in Shelley. 

House prices are high and there are few small property 
types. Young people have to leave the village to get on 
the property ladder. There is not much rented housing. 

When new housing is built, there is a lack of investment in local infrastructure.  

Suggestions: Cheaper new builds, small housing developments, more affordable housing 
options. More housing for the young and the elderly, including social housing managed by 
Kirklees Neighbourhood Housing. No more 3-4 bedroom houses should be built in the 
village “it has a negative impact on the local infrastructure and we need to protect the 
environment and green belt”. Any further development of Shelley should come with plans 
to develop non-residential spaces such as local facilities, schools and road safety. Stop 
building on fields and green belt. Local involvement in plans and consultation for both 
large and small developments, not to block plans but to make sure development benefits 
the whole community, not just the developers. Height limit for houses should be lower.

72 people commented on this theme


Social contact 
 
Key issues: There are a wide range of clubs and activities, lots of 
clubs either based at the village hall or the Methodist hall, catering for 

different ages and backgrounds. These are regularly advertised in 
Shelley Magazine. Shelley is known locally as “the friendly village.” 

Some people feel there is a bias towards the over 60s, with more 
activities for this age group. There also seems to be a lot for young 

mums, but not for families or for younger people in their 20s, and it is hard for 
people who are housebound. Older teens said that they go to the cricket club to 

hang out and don’t feel welcome in the park by the younger ones.




Overall 

score

4.9

Overall 

score

5.3

“When the housing estate was built  
the school was not expanded so my children  

have to go to school outside the village, to Emley. 
So we don’t feel like we know as many people in 

the village as we would like.”

“People move here 
because it is rural.” 






Suggestions: Something like a fun WI for women. More for new mums. Facilities for 
families in Shelley Park. Young people would like a skatepark or space for them to hang 
out. Children said that the village hall should be a safe space that they are welcome to 
use and it should be open to them if they have nowhere to play, or want to speak to an 
adult because they are upset or worried about something. An online Shelley kids group, 
which is secure, and where kids can post things, such as activities and eating. Over 60s 
club to focus on younger ones, more activities for under 60s or get rid of the age title! 
Groups run for the elderly such as the Ukulele Group could use their skills to set up an 
occasional evening or weekend for families to attend. It would be great to have cross-age 
groups getting together. Community events to be more open (they can feel cliquey). 
Shelley Garden Centre is a key place to meet people, it needs improving and could 
provide a family day out. Maybe a club or facilities for meetings, other than the village 
hall. A winter gala as well as a Summer one. More social or charity events for the whole 
community. More what’s on information in the village magazine and make sure it is 
delivered to every house. Up-to-date what's on information on Shelley Community 
Association website.

77 people commented on this theme


Identity and belonging 

Key issues: Participants had mixed of views about identity and 
belonging. Many people said it is a great place, with a very 

positive identity, pride and a strong sense of community. 
Village life is integrated and friendly. However, some 
commented that Shelley is dominated by the large housing 

estate and has no real village centre as such. Some people who 
have lived in Shelley for a number of years said they don’t feel as 

positive about it as they did before, due to recent crime and more traffic making 
them feel less safe. Some comments on the local Facebook groups are 

disrespectful. Most people said they enjoying taking part in village life and activities. 
Some people said they are too busy with family to get involved. Not being able to attend 
the local school can have a detrimental impact on children’s sense of belonging.


Suggestions: A welcome pack, with key facilities and groups, and Shelley map, would 
help new residents to get to know people.

63 people commented on this theme.




Overall 

score

5.6

“Having moved to Shelley  
as a single person with no 

family here I was welcomed 
into the community. 

Everyone seems to look out 
for their neighbours too!”

“We have lived in 
Shelley for over 20 

years and brought kids 
up but never used the 
hall for activities which 

says something!”

“The Shelley Over 
60s Club must be 

about the best  
in any village  
of this size.”

“I have only lived in 
Shelley two years 
but feel I definitely 

belong.”  

“I feel that our children  
would have a larger sense  
of belonging if they know 

more local children.”

“Highly  
supportive village, 
helping each other 

out.” 



Feeling safe 
 

Key issues: People commented that on the whole they feel 
safe and see very little crime in Shelley. However, there 
are occasional episodes of burglary, vehicle crime and 

vandalism. There has been a recent spate of car and 
house burglaries and a mugging on the street. Some people said they do 
not feel comfortable going out after dark. Reading about crime on local 
Facebook pages is making people feel less safe. Some people feel that young 
people hanging out are responsible for anti-social behaviour – swearing, vandalising the 
bus stop, intimidating people and taking drugs. New street lighting on Westerley Lane is 
dimmer, making it look darker and feel less safe. Participants said that low priority is given 
by the Police to burglaries, which they feel is contributing to older people becoming 
housebound. Speeding traffic through the village also makes people feel unsafe. Some 
said there is “very rarely” a Police presence in Shelley and insufficient support from the 
Police when crimes are committed. Some are concerned that a “vigilante group” is being 
set up in response to recent crime. Young people said that many of their friends are 
anxious about crime: “they shouldn’t be in a place this small.”


Suggestions: Lollipop ladies for the speeding traffic. Brighter street lighting in dark areas. 
More Police presence. Neighbourhood watch scheme. CCTV at the top by McColl’s and 
at the bottom by the Rising Sun. More signage to deter cold callers. More knowledge 
about crime in the area and practical advice on reporting and keeping safe.

79 people commented on this theme.


Care and maintenance 
 
Key issues:  Open spaces in Shelley are generally well 

cared for, but they can often appear unkempt and litter 
strewn. Some roads need urgent attention – the Cleveland 
Way, Grampian Close road surfaces are crumbling. A lot of 

footpaths are in a bad state of repair. Drains are neglected and blocked, 
resulting in frequent burst pipes on Far Bank. Council cut backs have had 
an impact and local volunteers are doing much more. Paths are very overgrown and 
kerbsides need tidying up. The path to Shelley First School and nursery is constantly 
affected by dog poo. The park, cricket field and footpaths are bad. There is increased fly 
tipping near the Three Acres restaurant. The Community Association has done an 
excellent job of managing the village hall since purchasing it from the parish council. 
There is not much of an issue with litter as there are many bins and volunteer litter picks.


Suggestions: Dog owners should walk with poo bags, clear up their mess and not use 
open plan gardens as dog toilets. CCTV cameras on lamp posts and fines for offenders. 
Dogs should be trained to use an area of the owners' land as much as possible. More 
bins for dog walkers and signs for them to clean up. Dog warden visits. Grit the bottom of 
the Whins in winter, it is slippy. Tree screening of the mill complex on Near Bank. A few 
houses at the start of Westerley Lane could do with maintenance help, especially the 
gardens. Paint the playground. Fill the potholes, repair Cleveland Way and Grampian 
Road, they should also be on gritting routes.

82 people commented on this theme.


Overall 

score

5.2

Overall 

score


5






Influence and sense of control 
 
Key issues: Shelley Community Association provides 
opportunity for people to get involved, it is active and 

open to all residents. Shelley Magazine has news items 
and welcomes items from residents. However, people feel that the 
community association could do more to promote what it does. 
Participants said that the parish council and Kirklees Council don’t work 
collaboratively with the community association. People feel they have more influence 
locally than with Kirklees Council. Local councillors are helpful in getting things done, 
such as fixing pot holes and cutting back vegetation. Some people are concerned that 
the neighbourhood watch group is having separate meetings from the community 
association meetings (which the Police do attend).The Ask Shelley engagement activities 
are welcomed. A few people said that while they can voice their opinions, they are rarely 
listened to and it is rare that anything changes. 


Suggestions: A community association Facebook page where you can be a member or 
WhatsApp member group where you can relay comments on agenda items, influence 
local plans and discuss issues. More kindness on social media, with admin policing of 
posts. Can information be shared about our local councillors and how to contact them? 
Shelley First School Council could link to Kirklees Youth Council.

74 people commented on this theme.








 

Overall 

score

4.5

“I have asked the Council  
several times to address the 

weeds in the public footpaths 
around Shelley Park estate  

but to no avail.”

“The village is well maintained but  
a lot of this is down to some dedicated 
residents who take a lot of pressure off 
the council e.g. clearing footpaths on 

the route to school to make them safe, 
and doing regular litter picks.”

“We are very fortunate in our 
area that we have good local 
councillors who care about 

our community.”  

“We have only been here 
12 months but have had 
several opportunities so 

far.”  

“[Ask Shelley] is an excellent 
improvement and I hope the 

results are acted on.”



Ask Shelley score sheet 

How people in Shelley scored their place, on a scale of 1 to 7, 

whilst talking about 14 different themes:


194 people participated in the Ask Shelley conversations, completing 156 assessments. 


The overall scores are the Mean average of the 156 assessments.


Shelley 
overall

Age 25 to 34 Age 35 

to 44

Age 65 to 
74

Male Female

Moving around 4.6 4.4 4.6 3.9 4.7 4.6

Public transport 3.5 3.5 4 3.3 3.6 3.5

Traffic and 
parking

3.5 3.3 3.7 3.1 3.5 3.5

Streets and 
spaces

5.1 5.1 5.1 4.4 5.3 5

Natural space 5.9 5 6 5.8 5.8 6

Play and 
recreation

4.7 3.6 5.1 4.8 4.9 4.7

Facilities and 
amenities

4.8 3.6 4.4 5.2 4.8 4.8

Work and local 
economy

3.8 3.5 4 3.2 3.5 3.9

Housing and 
community

4.9 5.1 5.6 4.9 4.8 4.9

Social contact 5.3 5.1 4.9 5.4 5.1 5.4

Identity and 
belonging

5.6 5.1 5.2 5.5 5.4 5.7

Feeling safe 5.2 5 5.2 5.9 5.1 5.3

Care and 
maintenance

5 4.9 5.2 4.8 5 5

Influence and 
sense of control

4.5 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.2 4.5



Overall scores for Ask Shelley 

Full data is available at:

www.HowGoodIsOurPlace.org.uk

Natural space 5.9

Identity and belonging 5.6

Social contact 5.3

Feeling safe 5.2

Streets and spaces 5.1

Care and maintenance 5

Housing and community 4.9

Facilities and amenities 4.8

Play and recreation 4.7

Moving around 4.6

Influence and sense of control 4.5

Work and local economy 3.8

Public transport 3.5

Traffic and parking 3.5
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